Press Release 02/2019 – New and commercially available from October 2019: Gearclamp from BESSEY, also in an appealing special offer set GK30-SET

All goods things are … two-plus-one!

The GearKlamp from BESSEY conveniently masters clamping applications, also in tight-spaced situations. From October, the innovative gearclamp will be available on the market as a special limited-edition set under the name “GK30-SET”. This includes not only two GearKlamps with a 300 mm clamping width and 60 mm throat depth, but also an appealing multitool in a special colour design.

“The set is a unique opportunity for all quality-conscious professionals and passionate DIY fans to expediently expand their range of tools”, explains Rainer Steinle, head of product marketing at BESSEY. “As a practical everyday aid or as a complement to the existing tool equipment as well as a gift at Christmas time for example, we are confident that the GK30-SET makes the eyes of craftsmen lighting up.” However, anyone who wants to buy a set for themselves or as a gift for someone else should not delay. The attractively packaged GK30-SET is only available in limited numbers.

It's got this covered!
Be it in front of closed surfaces or in intermediate spaces, on rounded, pointed or sharp edges: Thanks to the intelligent design, the globally unique GearKlamp GK masters clamping work with greater ease than ever before, fits every workpiece perfectly using elements such as the a quick-release button for fast movement or swivelling pressure plate – and is therefore a must for every craftsman. “As is the customary BESSEY tradition, we want to make the lives of our customers easier – anyone who is not yet familiar with the GearKlamp has the perfect opportunity to add a new favourite tool to their range thanks to the set”, enthuses Steinle. And as the icing on the cake, the two gearclamps in the GK30-SET are accompanied by an appealing multitool. This impresses with typical BESSEY elements such as extra-large shears and is not available separately in this version. Each of its seven tools are black, making the tool a real eye-catcher and collector’s piece.

Simply better, simply BESSEY!
“The GearKlamp is patent-registered and falls perfectly in line with the tradition of BESSEY as an innovation pioneer with high clamping technology expertise”, explains Steinle. “It results in greater working safety, added comfort and protects the joints and tendons. It has no protruding handles, which minimises the risk of damage or injury. And the enclosed design protects against dust and dirt.” So a typical BESSEY tool.

Innovative, customer-oriented solutions in clamping technology, cutting technology and precision steels are a tradition at the BESSEY Group. Ever since its foundation, the bright steel drawing plant has been setting standards, a fact that is clearly demonstrated by the numerous patents granted for manual hand tools and the most state-of-the-art ultrasonic and eddy-current inspection methods in the field of precision steels. “To stop improving is to stop being good.” The motto of company founder Max Bessey remains true today and is the guiding principle to everything that the company does and produces.
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The history of BESSEY:

You can find further information on our long-established Swabian company and its products at www.bessey.de.